s,

Voice Controlled Clinical Assistant

MDLog app
Simplified Clinical Documentation
- Dictate Instant notes
- Stored as Discrete data

SECURE DATA
All PHI (Patient Health

Efficient Practitioner Workflow

Information) is encrypted as

- Quickly Admit, Discharge or Re-Admit Patients

per HIPAA guidelines for

- Automated Rounding list for Long-Term Care

secure transmission & storage.

- Automated submissions to billing
- E-Deliver notes to facilities

CLOUD SOLUTION
Dictate Medication and Allergies

Unlike a typical hosted solution

- Record Codified Medication & Allergies

MDLog is a scalable SaaS

- Quick Interactions Checks

solution that can be
customized through highly

Single app to manage entire practice

configurable options without

- Manage patient care for all your facilities

increasing the price.

- Visibility into the team’s performance & coverage

H I P AA C O M P L I AN C E
The application and data are
housed in a HIPAA compliant
data center. Additionally
access to patient data and
application functionality is
based on user’s role thus
restricting them to entitled
data.

"MDlog's simple interface along with its
accurate speech service through mobile
devices is giving me the flexibility to
document clinical Notes at the patient's
bedside using my iPhone. Its overall
workflow fits my Long Term Care Practice
so well that I am recommending it to my
colleagues."
- Dr. S Moqueet, Syamoq Eldercare Inc.
Cincinnati OH.

Voice-Controlled
Practitioner Workflow
(800)349-7001 | MDOps.com

Upgrade to EHR if you choose

Document Quickly for More Patient Time
Total Notes documented by Practitioners in a day

+200%
Upgradable to EHR
MDLog can be seamlessly
upgraded to a complete
certified web based EHR if and
when customer chooses. It can
be accessed anytime

Customer feedback indicates that MDLog users are
currently documenting up to 24 clinical notes in a day.
Due to this level of efficiency Practitioners are able to
cover lot more patients and hence realizing higher
monthly revenue by using MDlog for their Long-Term
Care Practice instead of an EMR. MDLog also gives
users the convenience to dictate instant notes anytime
anywhere using a wide range of devices including
iPhone, iPad, Android Phone/Tablet, PC and Mac.

anywhere from any Internet
connected Tablet or Computer.

FLEXIBLE WORKFLOW

Benefits of MDLog’s Cloud Platform

Physicians have the flexibility
to document instantly with
dictation (Speech Recognition),

Zero Upfront Costs

or by clicking through

No expensive server hardware or license fees
to buy or maintain. No technical skills required

templates or doing a

to use or manage the application.
combination of both.

Customers always on Latest Version
Z E R O C A P I T AL C O S T

Software upgrades and data backup are

In today’s world of falling

automatic, seamless and have no extra cost.

reimbursement rates MDLog

Flexible Pricing with no Upfront Costs

allows Practitioners to improve
their efficiency and provide
more patient care without any
capital demands.

FREE TRIAL
To start a free trial or for more

No upfront costs or contracts. Just choose

ADD ITIO N AL S ER VIC ES AV AILA BLE

between flat monthly fees for unlimited use

EFax
DIRECT Secure-Email
EPrescribe
Complete Certified EMR
Billing Application
Complete Revenue Cycle Management

and charge per note filed. Call us for volume
discounts.

information on our products
please visit us on the Web at:

Write to us:

MDOps.com
Sales@MDOps.com
164 Kettles Ln, Medford, NY 11763
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